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distribution study for the accelerator-driven electric-sphere technique using the BiEXT
monoenergetic electron energy spectra. Preliminary dose distributions for electron beams produced
by a 52 MeV electron beam using a BiEXT accelerator have been investigated. The results show a
good agreement between the quasi-monoenergetic spectra and the spherical dose distribution,
which indicates a reasonable use of the self-absorption effect. The study also shows a potential of
using the BiEXT produced electron beam in a proton therapy, where the resultant proton dose
distribution is expected to be similar to the electron dose distribution if a sufficiently large number
of BiEXT electrons are delivered to the tumor.Q: How can I modify a function in python with a for
loop? I would like to iterate over a list of variables and then assign them to a function. I would like to
do something like this: def func(x, y, z,...): return a, b, c for (x, y, z) in (1, 2, 3): func(x, y, z) That does
not work. Are there any alternatives? A: I'd do that a little differently. def func(x, y, z,...): return a, b,
c for a, b, c in zip(1, 2, 3): func(*(1, 2, 3)) I use * because... honestly, you're not going to pass it
arguments anyway. This assumes you want the output as (1, 2, 3). If you want something like your
original, I'd just do a dict. def func(x, y, z,...): return {"a": a, "b": b, "c": c} And then just do for x, y,
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